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ABSTRACT: Henry Tibbats Stainton’s A Manual of British Butterflies and Moths was published in
parts during 18561859 by John Van Voorst (Freeman 3534 in British Natural History Books
1495–1900 (Freeman, 1980)). After completion of the first 14 parts in 1857, they were re‐issued
in 1857 to form the consolidated volume 1 in cloth‐covered boards. Likewise, the remaining
parts 1533, completed in 1859, were consolidated to form volume 2 in 1859. Since the
volumes issued in publisher’s cloth include no indication that they were originally issued in
parts, a detailed bibliographical account of that work has previously been published in this
journal (Williams, 2019); in the same paper, the rare two‐part publication derived from
Freeman 3534, and entitled List of British Lepidoptera ... arranged as in the Manual of British
Butterflies and Moths (1857, 1859), was also described. This latter publication (Freeman 3535),
printed on one side only of the paper, consists solely of the unpaginated species‐lists that had
been sewn into six of the individual parts of A Manual of British Butterflies and Moths but had
not been included in the later consolidated volumes. Freeman (1980) implied that Freeman
3535 was printed either on one side of the paper or on both sides, an assumption recently
questioned by Williams (2019). Since then, a copy of part II (only) of an anonymous, double‐
sided list of Lepidoptera with the truncated title of List of British Lepidoptera has been
discovered; it is described herein and has proved to be a previously unrecorded publication
derived from A Manual of British Butterflies and Moths, and hence may be attributed to
Stainton. It has therefore been designated as Freeman 3535A to distinguish it from Freeman
3535, from which it is quite different, but with which it has apparently been previously
conflated. Thus, both those publications are now clearly recognized to be re‐issues by Van
Voorst of different extracts from A Manual of British Butterflies and Moths (Freeman 3534).
KEYWORDS: British Lepidoptera, Edward Newman, Henry Tibbats Stainton, John Van Voorst,
parts‐issues, printing states.
INTRODUCTION

Henry Tibbats Stainton’s A Manual of British Butterflies and Moths (hereinafter A Manual)
was originally published by John Van Voorst in 33 parts, later consolidated into two
volumes (Stainton, 1857a, 1859a), which include no indication that they were previously
issued in parts. Inserted in six of those parts were scattered batches of leaves, printed only
on one side, bearing lists of Lepidoptera grouped by their higher classifications. These leaves
were not incorporated in the consolidated volumes but Van Voorst subsequently brought
them together as a separate publication, issued in two parts entitled List of British Lepidoptera
... arranged as in the Manual of British Butterflies and Moths (Stainton, 1857b, 1859b).
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Both of those works by Stainton were recorded by Freeman (1980) in his British Natural
History Books, and both were subjected to detailed bibliographical investigation by Williams
(2019). Whilst A Manual (Freeman 3534) is common, at least in its two‐volume form, the List
of British Lepidoptera … arranged as in the Manual of British Butterflies and Moths (Freeman 3535)
is a very rare work. Freeman (1980) implied that the latter exists in two states, one printed
single‐sided and the other double‐sided, but provided no evidence that he had actually seen
examples of both. The work was apparently not held in the library of the Entomological
Society of London after Stainton’s books and separates had been acquired by the society
(Champion et al., 1893, 1900). Williams (2019: 84–85) described in detail the single‐sided
copy with original wrappers in the British Library. 1 Because the title includes the words
“printed on one side only”, and since double‐sided copies had proved to be untraceable in
any British academic library, this led to doubts about the alleged existence of a double‐sided
state (see Williams, 2019: 85). However, since then, I have acquired a solitary example of part
II of an anonymous double‐sided copy of a species list of Lepidoptera with a similar but
truncated title of List of British Lepidoptera, facilitating a more informed assessment of
possible variants of Freeman 3535. This newly discovered item is in fact a previously
unrecorded publication, quite different from Freeman 3535, and therefore designated herein
as Freeman 3535A, although both items originate from A Manual. The discovery of this part
II (only) of Freeman 3535A indicates that a part I, yet to be traced, must exist, for which a
notional description may be inferred (see p. 9).
For convenient reference in the following discussion, three lists of British Lepidoptera
are recognized. They appear in the original parts or the consolidated volumes of A Manual or
are derived from them, and may be divided into two or more published units. They are
distinguished as follows:
a) the “Manual List” 2 in A Manual of British Butterflies and Moths (Freeman 3534) –
printed double‐sided in two columns, divided into two sections, one appearing in
the original part 14 (pp. [321]–334) as appendix 1 of volume 1, and the other in part
33 (pp. [447]–475) as appendix 1 of volume 2 (Figure 1). In the consolidated
volumes, those appendices are identical in every respect (including pagination) with
those in the parts. Neither of these two appendices as such, both entitled “Appendix
I. List of British Lepidoptera, with the names used by Doubleday …”, was published as a
separate entity, so they exist only within the texts of A Manual;
b) the “Label List”, a separate publication in two parts (Freeman 3535), entitled List
of British Lepidoptera. Part I [or II]. Printed on one side only, for labelling cabinets.
Arranged as in the Manual of British Butterflies and Moths 3 – printed single‐sided in
three columns, originally issued in batches of leaves scattered through the original
parts of A Manual, appearing under nine higher taxonomic groupings as “Manual
list of …”, etc. (Figure 2), but these constituent lists were never issued separately.
1

British Museum legal‐deposit copy (shelf‐mark: General Reference Collection 7296.aa.28).
A summary list, in two sections, of the species included in the main text of the original parts and of the two
volumes of A Manual.
3 A separately‐issued two‐part list, specially for labelling pinned specimens in cabinets, originally included
only in the parts of A Manual.
2
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They were clearly intended for labelling specimens (see p. 85 and Figure 6 in
Williams, 2019), an intention indicated by the general title when all were brought
together for re‐issue as Freeman 3535;
c) the “Collectors’ List”, the newly discovered re‐issue of the “Manual List”
described herein (Freeman 3535A), entitled simply List of British Lepidoptera without
the designation “Appendix I” 4 – printed double‐sided in two columns (Figure 3),
slightly amended from appendices in the “Manual List”, and presumably in two
parts.
Freeman’s (1980) briefest of descriptions of the “Label List” (Freeman 3535) provides no
pagination and implies that there are two versions of the same type‐setting, the only
difference being whether they are printed on one or on both sides of the paper. His
description, “Some copies printed on one side”, further implies that he apparently
considered the definitive version to have been printed double‐sided. It is now impossible to
know whether the late Richard Broke Freeman (19151986) ever saw a double‐sided list of
British Lepidoptera by Stainton, 5 but if his statement were to prove true, both versions
would be of the same edition, and would be correctly termed “states”. However, since the
only recorded complete copy of the “Label List” in the United Kingdom (or anywhere else,
to my knowledge) is actually printed single‐sided, it seemed possible, before the present
discovery was made, that any double‐sided species list might potentially have been either
another state, issue or edition of Freeman 3535, or maybe even an entirely different
publication (which it has actually proved to be).
Thus, in the original parts of A Manual, lists of lepidopteran species occur twice: first, on
leaves printed only on one side (the “Label List”), inserted in batches scattered among six of
the parts (see Williams, 2019) but not included in the consolidated volumes; and second,
cumulated in the main text as two double‐sided sections (the “Manual List”), the one in part
14 constituting appendix I for volume 1 and the one in part 33 constituting appendix I for
volume 2. The rare “Label List” (Stainton, 1857b, 1859b) was derived from the lists printed
single‐sided in the original parts, and being of the same type‐setting, 6 they are correctly to
be regarded as re‐issues of extracts. Apparently, there is currently just one complete copy of
4

A separately‐issued two‐part list, originally included both in the parts and in the consolidated volumes of A
Manual, apparently for collectors to record the species held in their cabinets, or to serve as lists of specimens
available for exchange with other collectors.
5 The residue of Freeman’s collection of historical offprints from serials, pamphlets and ephemera, housed in
10 box‐files, is currently in the possession of Dr Patrick M. Pollak, who has kindly examined it on my behalf.
Although he found no items authored by Stainton, or published by Van Voorst, in the collection, this does
not by itself constitute definitive evidence that Freeman had not seen the double‐sided list in question.
However, considering the negative result of this search, it now seems increasingly likely that he had not,
since neither are there any copies catalogued for the major libraries that he regularly consulted (see Freeman,
1980: 1420).
6 As evidenced by a word‐by‐word comparison and by comparing random pages of type by the transect
method of McKerrow (1927: 183). Transects are compared by laying a straight‐edge diagonally on one
printed page, so as to join two convenient points (ideally full‐stops) spaced as far apart as possible, and
observing exactly where the edge cuts characters in the intervening lines of type. The same procedure
applied to another page bearing apparently identical text from a second copy will reveal whether the type‐
settings are truly identical or not.
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the “Label List” held in British libraries, although a single part I is also listed. 7 From the
“Manual List” (in the main text of the consolidated volumes) was derived the hitherto
unrecorded separate publication (part of the “Collectors’ List”), an anonymous List of British
Lepidoptera. Part II (Stainton, 1859c), which is now described for the first time. I know of no
actual example of part I of this list, but I cautiously suggest (see p. 9), by analogy with part II,
a notional bibliographical reference for it (to be attributed to Stainton, 1857c), 8 which
remains to be corroborated by an actual copy. Apparently, no examples of either part are
held in British libraries (see footnote 7), although copies might exist that remain
uncatalogued or unrecognized.
CONFIRMED STATUS OF THE “LABEL LIST” (FREEMAN 3535)

The “Label List” (Stainton, 1857b, 1859b), previously described by Williams (2019), is
herein confirmed to be a re‐issue (not an edition) of extracts from A Manual, printed in three
columns on one side of the paper. Whilst having its own title on the wrappers, but lacking a
title‐page, the un‐numbered pages are identical with those included in the original parts of A
Manual (e.g., Figure 2), constituting the same state of the same type‐setting (see footnote 6;
also Williams, 2019: Figure 6 and pp. 8485). The unsigned leaves were originally inserted in
small batches in parts 2, 7 and 12 for volume 1 and in parts 20, 26 and 33 for volume 2 (see
Williams, 2019, Table 1). Perhaps sufficient leaves were originally printed to supply the re‐
issue (Freeman 3535), but that does not preclude some copies of the re‐issue being of a new
impression, though they would probably not be distinguishable as such.
Since part I of Freeman 3535 appeared soon after the publication of part 12 of A Manual
(the last of the 14 parts of volume 1 to include separate lists of species), it must have been
published before the consolidated first volume of A Manual. In fact, it appeared no later than
28 February 1857; volume 1 of A Manual was published between 31 March and 14 April 1857
(Williams, 2019). However, part II of this list was apparently published a little after volume 2
of A Manual, and appeared no later than 13 August 1859, whereas the last part (33) of
volume 2 of A Manual was published by 1 July 1859 (Williams, 2019).
The crucial point is that the unsigned leaves printed on one side that are scattered
through the original parts of A Manual were clearly intended to constitute a separate entity,
since they were not included in the consolidated volumes, but were re‐issued without a title‐
page in blue wrappers printed thus (part I in quasi‐facsimile):
“LIST | OF | BRITISH LEPIDOPTERA. | PART I. | PRINTED ON ONE SIDE ONLY, | for
Labelling Cabinets. | ARRANGED AS IN THE ‘MANUAL OF BRITISH BUTTERFLIES AND
| MOTHS,’ BY H. T. STAINTON.”
The purpose of this cumulated re‐issue of leaves inserted in the original parts of A
Manual is clear; “printed on one side only”, it was specifically stated to be “for Labelling
Cabinets”, thus supplying the needs of collectors who had not subscribed to the parts‐issue

7
8

According to the online website LIBRARY HUB DISCOVER, successor to COPAC (accessed 5 July 2020).
It is inconceivable that, considering the proven existence of part II, the complementary part I, in the same
format, does not exist. If any reader might know where corroboration might be obtained I would be glad to
know.
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Figure 1. Header‐page of appendix I of volume 2 of A Manual of British
Butterflies and Moths (“Manual List”, cf. Figure 3) (original size 189 × 110 mm).
(R. B. Williams, personal collection, 2020).
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Figure 2. Single‐sided, three‐column leaf of a species list (section of “Label List”)
from part 20 of A Manual of British Butterflies and Moths (original size 193 × 113 mm).
(R. B. Williams, personal collection, 2020).
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Figure 3. Dropped‐head title on first page of List of British Lepidoptera, Part II
(“Collectors’ List”, cf. Figure 1). Note the stab‐sewing (original size 192 × 113 mm).
(R. B. Williams, personal collection, 2020).
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of A Manual. No double‐sided copies of this List of British Lepidoptera ... arranged as in the
Manual have been traced in any British library (see footnote 7).
THE NEWLY DISCOVERED “COLLECTORS’ LIST” (FREEMAN 3535A)

This previously unrecognized List of British Lepidoptera (the “Collectors’ List”), now to be
described as Freeman 3535A, is not recorded as such by Freeman (1980), though it appears to
have been conflated with the List of British Lepidoptera ... arranged as in the Manual (the “Label
List”; Freeman 3535). A copy only of part II has been discovered. It is printed on both sides
from a type‐setting completely different from that of Freeman 3535, but is essentially the
same as that of pages [447]475 of part 33 of A Manual, which forms appendix I of its volume
2 (Freeman 3534). The “Collectors’ List” is therefore a re‐issue of another impression of the
same type‐setting (Figure 3), but unlike the gatherings of the volumes of A Manual, which
are sewn in their spine‐folds, the gatherings are stab‐sewn.
In brief, this single copy of part II of a lepidopteran species list has a truncated dropped‐
head title of “List of British Lepidoptera. Part II” (Stainton, 1859c) and is printed in double
columns on both sides of the paper, stab‐sewn without either title‐page or wrappers; the
author, printer and publisher are not stated. No copies of it have been traced in British
libraries (see footnote 7). It is paginated [1] 228, and the gatherings are signed AB6 C2 [$3
signed (A1, C2)] with a total of 14 leaves. The leaf size (192 × 113 mm uncut, shape ratio
1.70) is very close to that of the original demy parts of A Manual (ca 193 × 115 mm uncut,
shape ratio 1.68) and the unopened gatherings are folded in the same way (single‐cut
duodecimo in sixes with two signatures) (see p. 75 and Figure 7 in Williams, 2019 for a
detailed description of the format). It comprises, therefore, a slightly amended re‐impression
of an extract of the sole edition of volume 2 of Freeman 3534.
The points of difference between this re‐impression and the original impression printed
both in part 33 and in the consolidated volume 2 of A Manual are:
1) The dropped‐head title on page [1] of the re‐impression (the “Collectors’ List”) reads
(in quasi‐facsimile): “LIST | OF | BRITISH LEPIDOPTERA. | [24.5 mm plain rule] | PART II.
| [24.5 mm plain rule]”.
2) In the original impression in part 33 and in the consolidated volume 2 of A Manual
(the “Manual List”), the equivalent page [447] is headed: “APPENDIX I. | [13 mm plain rule]
| LIST OF BRITISH LEPIDOPTERA, | WITH THE NAMES USED BY DOUBLEDAY (IN HIS
‘ SYNONYMIC | LIST OF BRITISH LEPIDOPTERA ’), AND BY STEPHENS AND | BY
STAINTON (IN THEIR BRITISH MUSEUM CATALOGUES OF | BRITISH LEPIDOPTERA)
GIVEN AS SYNONYMS. | [6.5 mm plain rule]”.
3) Although the preamble and list of species are the same in both impressions, in A
Manual (both in part 33 and in the consolidated volume 2) the whole “Manual List” occupies
29 pages ([447]475), but the separate issue of the re‐impression (the “Collectors’ List”) has
been compressed into 28 pages.
a) Thus, in A Manual, page 473 ends with species no. 1824; page 474 begins
with the family Nepticulidae and ends with species no. 1896; page 475
begins with species no. 1897 and ends with no. 1902.
b) In the “Collectors’ List”, however, those final taxa have been compressed
into the last two pages; hence, on page 27, the family Nepticulidae now
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directly follows species no. 1824, while page 28 begins with species no. 1829
and ends with no. 1902.
4) The two impressions of necessity have different signatures to assist the binder to fold
and sew the gatherings correctly. The original impression, as it appears in the “Manual List”
begins and ends part‐way through gatherings 2Q2S6 (actually from 2Q2 to 2S4), part of the
signature series for the whole volume of A Manual, but this problem was resolved by
compressing the setting of the last three pages of the List of British Lepidoptera, as described in
3a) above, so that the list could be printed separately in discrete gatherings. Therefore,
although the type‐settings are the same (see footnote 6 for the methods of assessment), the
new impression (the “Collectors’ List”) is printed as gatherings AB6 C2, achieved by a
modified layout that comprises two complete gatherings in sixes and a conjugate pair of
leaves C1.2 to form fourteen pages in all.
It is unfortunate that no example of part I of the List of British Lepidoptera has yet been
discovered. Nevertheless, as previously suggested, its make‐up might reasonably be inferred
(see the notional reference, Stainton, 1857c). Thus, a comparison of the wording on page
[321] of volume 1 of A Manual with that on page [447] of volume 2 suggests that the
preamble of the missing part I would differ only in minor ways from that of the known part
II. In the case of part I, however, since the “Manual List” occupies an even number of pages
in the original part 14 and in volume 1 of A Manual (pp. [321]334), no typographical
changes would have needed to be made in the new impression for the “Collectors’ List”.
Nevertheless, as the original printing begins and ends part‐way through gatherings 2E2F6
(from 2E5 to 2F5), the notional signatures of the reprinted seven leaves would presumably be
A6 B1 (one gathering of six leaves and a singleton).
CONCLUSIONS

1) It is confirmed herein that Stainton’s List of British Lepidoptera ... arranged as in the
Manual of British Butterflies and Moths (Stainton, 1857b, 1859b) is composed of the same leaves
of the issue of single‐sided species lists in the parts of A Manual (pace Freeman, 1980), of
which there is therefore only one state. The original designation Freeman 3535 should be
retained for this publication.
2) The double‐sided List of British Lepidoptera (Stainton, 1857c, 1859c), which Freeman
(1980) apparently conflated with Freeman 3535, is now shown to be an entirely different
publication and, to resolve that conflation, is herein allocated the new designation of
Freeman 3535A. 9
9

Examples of nomenclatural lists of specimens have occasionally been produced both single‐sided and
double‐sided, such as The Zoologist Synonymic List of British Butterflies and Moths (see Figure 4) by Doubleday
(1859), coincidentally also printed by Edward Newman, the printer of Stainton’s A Manual of British
Butterflies and Moths. When printing A Catalogue of British Vertebrated Animals (Yarrell & Bell, 1845) (see
Williams, 1993a), Newman employed an ingenious plan of printing the species names in a single column
restricted to the left vertical‐half of the recto of each page, continuing on the left half of the verso of the same
leaf, so that each column forms effectively a continuous single‐sided list; the result may therefore serve
either as labels or as a reference list (Williams, 1993b). The same plan was adopted many years later by T. P.
Newman, who inherited his father’s business, in printing a list of British birds for Wharton (1877).
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3) Freeman 3535 is printed on one side of the paper to serve as labels for specimen
cabinets (see Figure 2; also Williams, 2019: Figure 6). It comprises unsigned leaves of the
same type‐setting as the species‐lists scattered among six of the original parts of A Manual of
British Butterflies and Moths, which were not subsequently included in the consolidated
volumes (Stainton, 1857a, 1859a). There is no title‐page, but the front wrapper bears a
description of the contents with the name of the author; it is a re‐issue (not an edition) of the
leaves extracted from the parts of A Manual.
4) Freeman 3535A, the newly discovered publication described herein, is printed on
both sides of signed leaves, serving as a convenient list for collectors to check species
observed in the field or preserved in their cabinets. It comprises leaves of the same type‐
setting as the cumulated species lists in the original parts of A Manual of British Butterflies and
Moths, which were incorporated unchanged in the consolidated volumes published as
Freeman 3534. However, Freeman 3535A has no wrappers or title‐page, 10 and the author,
printer and publisher are not stated; like Freeman 3535, from which it is however quite
distinct, it is also a re‐issue (not an edition) of extracts from A Manual.
5) Hence, the previous speculation that “it seems unlikely that double‐sided copies [of
Freeman 3535] might also exist” (Williams, 2019: 85) is here substantiated, because the list
printed double‐sided in Freeman 3535A constitutes a publication completely different from
the List of British Lepidoptera ... arranged as in the Manual of British Butterflies and Moths,
(Freeman 3535), although both are re‐issues of extracts of The Manual.
6) In neither the List of British Lepidoptera ... arranged as in the Manual of British Butterflies
and Moths (Stainton, 1857b, 1859b) nor the List of British Lepidoptera (Stainton, 1857c, 1859c) is
the printer stated. However, since both are printed from the same type‐settings as in A
Manual of British Butterflies and Moths (Stainton, 1857a, 1859a), it may be inferred that the
printer was Edward Newman (see Williams, 2019: 75).
7) The Victorian era saw a proliferation of massive collections of animal and plant
specimens, made both by serious naturalists and dilettante collectors. This practice was
capitalized upon by printers and publishers, who having issued some taxonomic monograph
would accordingly anticipate a demand for single‐sided lists of species for labels, and
double‐sided lists for recording specimens in collections and for exchange among fellow‐
enthusiasts (see Figure 4 and footnote 9 for some examples). Such lists are now rather
uncommon, probably because they were deemed not to be important enough for retention
by museums and academic libraries. In the hands of collectors “Label Lists” would have
been cut up as intended, whilst “Collectors’ Lists” were most probably discarded when
collections were ultimately disposed of.
It seems highly likely, therefore, that the author of A Manual, Henry Tibbats Stainton, and
its printer Edward Newman (themselves both active collectors) would have arranged with the
publisher John Van Voorst to issue such lists more or less simultaneously with A Manual.
Little extra printing work would have been involved; the “Label List” comprised only single
unsigned, unpaginated leaves, extras probably having already been printed; and the
“Collectors’ List” required only minimal rearrangement of the type‐formes for the first and
10

Separate pamphlets or extracts issued in such a form, with or without wrappers, often with a dropped‐head
title, were typically described in advertisements by Victorian publishers simply as “sewed”, and were
frequently stab‐sewn.
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Figure 4. Front wrapper of The Zoologist Synonymic List of British Butterflies and Moths
by Doubleday (1859). Note, at the top, the description of the alternative single‐ and
double‐sided printings (original size 224 × 138 mm). (R. B. Williams, personal
collection, 2020).
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last pages, and re‐signing of the leaves. Newman would no doubt have made any necessary
amendments to the type‐settings immediately after the sheets of the book were printed off,
to save having to keep type standing for any undue period. The “Label List” printed in the
parts‐issue is certainly known to have been re‐issued more or less simultaneously with the
volumes of A Manual (see p. 4). When books were issued in parts, type would probably have
been kept standing for a limited period in case of any requirement for reprinting early parts
in short supply. Certainly parts 1, 2 and 3 of A Manual were reprinted with amended type‐
settings (see Williams, 2019: Table 1 and Figure 4), apparently because the first parts sold
more successfully than anticipated; later parts were presumably then printed in greater
numbers.
8) Although of some bibliographical interest to natural historians, neither the List of
British Lepidoptera ... arranged as in the Manual of British Butterflies and Moths (Freeman 3535),
nor the List of British Lepidoptera (new item Freeman 3535A) are of importance for
nomenclatural priority, since their publication in the original parts (before that in the
consolidated volumes) of A Manual of British Butterflies and Moths (Freeman 3534) takes
precedence.
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